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Proposal Number: MTEC-20-12-Diagnostics-001
Organization: Diomics Corporation
Title: (b) (4)
ACURO and/or HRPO approval needed: ACURO Approvals Needed.
Introduction/Background
The COVID -19 pandemic has shattered our beliefs about the type and scope of health
information captured and compiled. The lack of volume test data and the corresponding analytics
has left decision makers in a tough place, making decisions without ideal tools or data. Data
requirements go way beyond traditional medical practitioner health info and should include a
wider variety of real time data about the health state of that individual as well as other user
activities. The pandemic has proved a) that healthcare is not local, regional, national or global - it
is all of the above and b) in an environment like today, the ability to capture and hyper analyze
individual data and distribute that data to resource allocation planners is beyond necessary.
According to the Annals of Internal Medicine, the median incubation period for the COVID -19
virus is estimated to be 5.1 days with 97.5% of patients developing symptoms within 11.5 days
post infection. These estimates imply that 101 out of every 10,000 cases will develop symptoms
after 14 days. The lack of real time monitoring during this base incubation period creates issues
for small and large groups alike; a) we are only testing based upon presented symptoms, we are
missing asymptomatic shedders of the virus with limited testing and b) since we discover the
presence of the virus in an individual late in the incubation sequence, others are being infected
and viral control capabilities are reactive as opposed to proactive.
But a more important number surrounds the statistical the belief that up to 50% of infected
individuals are asymptomatic.
This truly affects all group orientations including first responder health care workers and
patients, members of the military, high risk groups like the aged in elder care facilities, prison
staff and inmates, apartment dwellers, meat packers and individual members of a single family.
The results of a lack of pre-symptom data and real time auditing during the incubation process,
creates mass inefficiencies for the targeted use of therapeutic equipment resources, inventory of
personal protection equipment and the potential for an increased loss of life. The use of a
reactive PPD has been used in some form since 1890 for the monitoring and detection of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. A small drop of filtered tuberculin liquid containing some
components of heat-killed TB bacteria is injected 3mm under the top layer of the forearm skin.
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Task 5 – Submit Report
Primary Outcome Measures:
 Safe product with no negative outcomes


Defined and appropriate and consistent localized immune response reactivity.



No detectable cross-reactivity with related viral strains



Proven product stability, efficacy, reliability of diagnostic output



Development of scalable standard operating procedures.

Deliverables:






Commercialization for pre-production hand off to approved contract manufacturer
Acute toxicology animal study report
Phase 1 safety study report
Monthly, Quarterly and Final Technical & Business Reports
Phase 2 FDA compliance and approvals
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$2,113,146 net project cost. TTL cost represents the net required funding for the project development and commercialization.

